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, :~~~~~~~~~~ , ,: , ,~~~~~~~~; -. , -, , I -- Slater condition. This note shows that this result is equivalent to the duality theorem of Fenchel.
Among the most powerful tools in mathematical programming are the saddlepoint duality theories for both Fenchel and ordinary (Langrange) convex programs. The purpose of this note is to exhibit the equivalence of these two theories by showing that each can be used to develop the other.
The connection between Fenchel and Lagrange duality is certainly not surprising since each is based upon separating hyperplane arguments.
Previously, Whinston [7] has shown how the Lagrangian theory can be derived Below we show that either theorem 1 or 2 can be used to derive the other.
The following elementary result concerning relative interiors will be useful.
Lemma 1: Let C= {y,yly2)R l +m+r : yO>fo(x),ylg(x) and y2=h(x) for some xeCo}.
If xri(CO), yO>f (x°), yl>g(x°) and y 2 =h(xo), then y=(yO,yl,y2)eri(C). From our hypothesis C is a convex set; given any xeCo and -(-o,yl,y2) with °0>fo(x), yl>g(x) and 2-h(x), we must find a V>1 such that py+(l-p)yeCo.
By convexity and xri(CO) there is a X>1 such that Px°+(l-p)xEC o for all 1<p<X. Since h() is linear-affine
and since both g() and fo() are continuous on ri(Co) the definition of y and yl shows that
and
for some 1< <.(l)- (3) imply that py+(l-p)sC so that yri(C).. 
aieRn X2Co The hypothesis ri(Cl)nri(C 2 )$0 implies the Slater condition for this problem and consequently that v=d by Theorem 2. Since x 3 eR n , the infimum in the dual problem is --whenever l -a2.
Therefore the dual maximization occurs for some i= -a1=a 2 and the Lagrangian dual (4) can be written as the Fenchel dual, giving d=d=v to prove Theorem 1. is the identity matrix this is the dual problem of Rockafellar [5] . These duality correspondences can be carried even further by appending inequality and equality constraints to the above formulation.
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